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Abstract—Nowadays, system architecture of the fifth gen-
eration (5G) cellular system is becoming of increasing interest.
To reach the ambitious 5G targets, a dense base station (BS)
deployment paradigm is being considered. In this case, the
conventional always-on service approach may not be suitable due
to the linear energy/density relationship when the BSs are always
kept on. This suggests a dynamic on/off BS operation to reduce
the energy consumption. However, this approach may create
coverage holes and the BS activation delay in terms of hardware
transition latency and software reloading could result in service
disruption. To tackle these issues, we propose a predictive BS
activation scheme under the control/data separation architecture
(CDSA). The proposed scheme exploits user context information,
network parameters, BS sleep depth and measurement databases
to send timely predictive activation requests in advance before
the connection is switched to the sleeping BS. An analytical model
is developed and closed-form expressions are provided for the
predictive activation criteria. Analytical and simulation results
show that the proposed scheme achieves a high BS activation
accuracy with low errors w.r.t. the optimum activation time.
Index Terms—5G cellular system; context awareness; con-
trol/data separation architecture; energy efficiency; predictive
activation; radio access network.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the foreseeable future, network densification will be-
come one of the dominant themes to support enormous capac-
ity and massive connectivity [1]. Such deployment scenarios
raise several challenges and they impose new constraints.
Among others, energy efficiency will become a critical con-
sideration. A breakdown of the cellular network suggests that
it is of vital importance to reduce the base station (BS) energy
consumption, since more than 80% of the access network
power is consumed by the BSs [2]. The conventional always-
on service concept may not be suitable for the future radio
access network (RAN), since energy consumption of the RAN
increases linearly with the number of active BSs [3]–[5]. This
suggests a paradigm shift towards on demand systems with
BS sleep modes, which can significantly improve the (almost)
load-independent power consumption profile that characterises
small, e.g., pico, BSs of current cellular networks.
In this context, several research papers have investigated
the BS sleep modes, and a key conclusion is drawn on the
importance of network-driven sleep mode mechanisms. In
this case, a macro BS assists the on/off decisions of the
small BSs within its coverage in a two-tier RAN architecture.
This approach has been found as the most promising sleep
mode scenario that guarantees ubiquitous connectivity whilst
providing the highest energy saving gains [4], [5]. Despite the
potential benefits, all sleep mode mechanisms are restricted by
two main challenges: 1) All BSs, irrespective of their activity
state, have to transmit periodic pilot signals for measurement
purposes, which limits the achievable energy saving gains. 2)
The transition delay between sleep and active states may result
in service disruption which in turns may prevent the network
from delivering the required quality of service (QoS).
The first problem, i.e., the periodic transmission of pilot
signals for measurement purposes, limits the sleep duration
of the BS. These measurements are required by idle user
equipment (UE) for cell (re)selection, and by active UE for
handover decisions. Suspending the periodic transmission of
pilot signals in the sleeping BSs increases the sleep period and
the energy saving gains. However, the cell (re)selection and
handover processes will exclude these BSs from the candidate
set, resulting in suboptimal serving node selection decisions.
On the other hand, the transition delay between sleep and
active states depends on the BS sleep depth. A BS in a deep
sleep level (i.e., most of the BS components are switched off)
consumes less energy and requires more time to be activated
as compared with a BS in a light sleep level. In other words,
an energy/delay trade-off is expected when sleep modes are
employed. Based on the current technology and hardware
design, this delay is non-negligible and it has a direct impact
on the feasible time scale for the BS on/off adaptation.
In this paper, we tackle these two challenging issues by
proposing a predictive measurement and activation scheme for
BSs in the sleep mode. A futuristic RAN architecture with
separation of control and data planes is considered due to
its unique features and intrinsic energy-efficient design. The
proposed approach predicts the sleeping BS to be activated in
advance, thus allowing timely on/off decisions whilst minimis-
ing the activation duration. The predictions are made based on
the measurement databases for sleeping BSs, UE measurement
for active BSs and information reported from the BSs. The
reminder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
presents the considered network architecture along with a high
level overview of the proposed approach. Section III develops
the sleeping BS activation prediction model and formulates
the data plane BS activation criteria. Section IV provides
and discusses numerical and simulation results that assess
the performance of the proposed scheme. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper.
II. ARCHITECTURE AND PROPOSED APPROACH
A. Control/Data Separation Architecture
The control/data separation architecture (CDSA) is con-
sidered in this paper. It depends on separating the signals
required for full coverage from those needed to support high
data rate transmission, resulting in a two tier RAN architecture
with a logical separation between control and data planes. In
the CDSA, an idle UE maintains a single connection with a
 Figure 1: Control/Data Separation Architecture (CDSA)
control base station (CBS) for network connectivity as shown
in Fig. 1. When the UE switches to the active mode, e.g.,
starting a session or receiving a call, it establishes a high rate
connection with a data base station (DBS) whilst maintaining
the low rate connection with the CBS for signalling, radio
resource control (RRC) and mobility management.
A mapping that illustrates the functionalities supported
by each plane can be found in [6, Table II] and [7, Table I].
The CBSs guarantee a low rate coverage layer that provides
necessary signalling related to cell search and acquisition
of system information. Broadcast/multicast services, paging
functionalities and serving DBS selection are also provided by
the CBS. This allows switching off the DBSs as long as they
are not needed for data transmission. In addition, the CDSA
enables exploiting the large footprint of the CBS and its wider
view of network status and parameters which could result
in optimised resource selection. During the active session,
the DBS provides data transmission along with the necessary
signalling for channel estimation, link adaptation and beam-
forming. At the same time, the CBS serves as an anchor point
and handles signalling, mobility management and DBS on/off
decisions [8].
B. Proposed Approach: High Level Overview
We focus on minimising energy consumption of the DBSs
only, while the CBSs are always kept on. The rationale behind
this scheme originates from the following facts:
• The CBSs provide network connectivity. Consequently,
the requirement to maintain an anywhere/anytime service
concept prevents switching off the CBSs.
• Energy consumption of the CBSs (which are typically
macro cells) scales to some extent with the traffic load,
unlike the nearly load-independent energy consumption
profile of the DBSs (which are typically small cells) [9].
• The DBSs provide data transmission to active UE only.
This transmission offers several adaptation and energy
saving opportunities in the DBS layer.
• The DBS density is significantly higher than the CBS
density. Thus energy consumption of the DBS layer
becomes the main source of inefficiency in dense de-
ployment scenarios.
When a DBS is in the sleep mode, the transmission
circuitry is switched off and the pilot signal is suspended
to increase the sleep period and the energy saving gains.
Suspending the pilot transmission makes the DBS invisible
to the UE, resulting in suboptimal serving node selection
decisions (when there are other active DBSs that can serve the
UE) or it may result in disconnecting the data plane link (when
the sleeping DBS is the only candidate to serve the UE). The
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Figure 2: Pilot measurement database located at the CBS [6]
CDSA offers a solution to this problem by using measurement
databases for sleeping DBSs. This requires each CBS to be
equipped with a database that contains measurement reports of
each DBS within its footprint. These databases can hold signal
strength measures such as reference signal received power
(RSRP) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), or it can hold signal
quality measures such as reference signal received quality
(RSRQ) and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR).
In this paper, we consider the signal strength measures
due to their low storage, processing and updating require-
ments. A conceptual example of this database is shown in
Fig. 2. Based on current standards such as the 3GPP measure-
ment reporting and control mechanism [10], each UE reports
measurements of the serving DBS and the detectable DBSs
to the CBS. In addition, the UE position is reported along
with the measurements. The CBS stores these measurements
in the database and maps them to the location where they are
reported from. The procedure for updating the database entries
when there are previous measurements from the location being
reported by the UE can be found in [11] and [12]. Based on
the database approach, all the DBSs become visible to the UE
even if they are switched off and do not transmit pilot signals.
This can be realised by measuring the active DBSs signals
and using the stored measurements for the sleeping DBSs.
Such an approach can be viewed as a collaborative serving
node selection scheme where each UE utilises measurements
of other UE whilst maintaining the DBSs in a sleep mode (as
long as they are not needed for data transmission).
Consider a DBS at a certain sleep level which requires
Ton time to be activated (i.e., the DBS activation duration).
The latter also includes the time to determine the best serving
small cell (typically 10 ms in the database approach). If the
target DBS to be activated and the exact time when the
connection will be switched to the target DBS are known, then
the CBS can send an activation request to the DBS at least
Ton time in advance before the connection is switched. Such
an advanced DBS activation request avoids service disruption
and guarantees the QoS. Nonetheless, the DBS to be activated
and the exact time when the connection will be switched to the
target DBS are usually unknown until the switching criteria
is satisfied. In this case, the DBS activation duration may
cause service disruption and the UE may loose the data plane
connection until the DBS is fully activated.
The proposed scheme predicts the DBS to be activated
and sends the activation request in advance, thus enabling
timely DBS activation decisions whilst guaranteeing the QoS.
The basic idea depends on exploiting the DBS pilot measure-
ments (measured for the active DBSs, and obtained from the
database for sleeping DBSs) to predict future measurements.
Such a prediction enables the CBS to send advance activation
requests to the sleeping DBS. We assume that the sleep level
(i.e., the sleeping depth and the activation duration Ton) of
each DBS is known by the underlay CBS. This information
can be periodically exchanged through the CBS/DBS backhaul
links. The predictive activation scheme exploits measurement
trends coupled with UE contextual information (i.e., location,
direction and speed) to predict the target DBS to be activated
and the appropriate time to send the activation request. Such a
prediction enables activating the sleeping DBS (if necessary)
before the UE visits it, thus avoiding the activation delay when
the data plane connection is switched from the previous (i.e.,
the serving) DBS to the new (i.e., the target) DBS.
III. ACTIVATION PREDICTION SCHEME
The activation prediction scheme depends on a measure-
ment prediction performed by either the UE or the CBS.
The UE periodically measures signals of the active DBSs at
every measurement gap as defined in current standards such
as the long term evolution (LTE) [13]. On the other hand, the
sleeping DBS measurements are obtained from the database
located at the CBS which takes the UE location coordinates as
an input. A trending mechanism is proposed to predict future
measurements based on the rate of measurement change. The
predicted measurements are used to predict the DBS to be
activated as well as the appropriate time to send the activation
request.
We consider DBSs with a conventional hysteresis-based
serving node selection mechanism, where the UE-DBS con-
nection is switched from the serving DBS to the target DBS
if the following condition is true:
log10
(
P2,t
) ≥ log10(P2,s)+ log10(H) , (1)
where P2,t is the received power from the target DBS ‘t’, P2,s
is the received power from the serving DBS ‘s’, and H is the
handover hysteresis. In the rest of this paper, the subscripts s,
t and u are used to denote parameters of the serving DBS, the
target DBS and the UE, respectively. It is worth emphasising
that the proposed scheme can be applied to other serving
node selection strategies with simple modifications, and the
criteria of (1) is considered here as an example. Initially, we
assume that the target DBS and the time when the condition
of (1) will be satisfied are known by the CBS. Consequently,
in Section III-A we derive the serving DBS signal level at
which the CBS sends the activation request to the target DBS
before the condition of (1) is satisfied. In Section III-B, the
assumptions on the CBS knowledge are relaxed and a model
is developed to predict the target DBS to be activated and the
time when the condition of (1) will be satisfied.
A. Activation Request Triggering Model
The CBS decision to send the activation request to the
DBS is non-trivial even if the target DBS for the activation
request and the exact time when the condition of (1) will
be satisfied are known in advance by the CBS. An early
activation request may guarantee the QoS but it increases the
energy consumption since the target DBS is switched on and
becomes active without being used until the UE visits this
DBS. On the other hand, a late activation request reduces the
energy consumption, however this could come at the expense
of degrading the QoS because the target DBS may not become
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Figure 3: Distance and angle parameters of the predictive activation
request scheme
fully active before the UE visits this DBS. In this direction,
we derive the optimum serving DBS signal level at which the
CBS sends the activation request to the target DBS.
Considering the data plane connection switching criteria
defined in (1), and a generic path loss model of c dα with
similar shadowing characteristics for the paths for simplicity,
where c is the distance-independent path loss component, d
is the distance, and α is the path loss exponent. Then, the
condition of (1) can be expressed as:
log10
(
P1,t
c dαt,u
)
≥ log10
(
P1,s
c dαs,u
)
+ log10(H) , (2)
where P1,t is the transmit power of the target DBS, P1,s is the
transmit power of the serving DBS, dt,u is the distance be-
tween the target DBS and the UE, ds,u is the distance between
the serving DBS and the UE, and the transmitter/receiver
antenna gain is normalised to unity. In a linear form, (2) can
be rewritten as:
P1,t
c dαt,u
≥ P1,sH
cdαs,u
. (3)
The distance between the serving DBS and the target DBS
denoted by ds,t can be expressed as:
ds,t = ds,u cos
(
θs,u
)
+ dt,u cos
(
θt,u
)
, (4)
where θs,u is the angle between the line connecting the UE
with the serving DBS and the line connecting the serving
DBS with the target DBS, θt,u is the angle between the line
connecting the UE with the target DBS and the line connecting
the serving DBS with the target DBS. These parameters
are shown conceptually in Fig. 3. The distance dt,u can be
obtained by rearranging (4), i.e.,
dt,u =
ds,t − ds,u cos
(
θs,u
)
cos
(
θt,u
) . (5)
Consider the case that the CBS decided to send the
activation request when the serving DBS signal reaches P ∗2,s
and the UE is located at a distance of d∗s,u from the serving
DBS. Thus the distance between the UE and the serving DBS
when the condition of (1) is satisfied can be written as:
ds,u = d
∗
s,u cos (θ1) + vu Tr cos (θ2) , (6)
where vu is the UE velocity, Tr is the time duration between
the instance when the activation request is sent and the
instance when the condition of (1) is satisfied, θ1 is the angle
between the line connecting the serving DBS with the UE
when the activation request is sent and the line connecting the
serving DBS with the point where the handover is predicted
to happen as shown in Fig. 3, θ2 is the angle between the
line connecting the UE when the activation request is sent
with the point where the handover is predicted to happen and
the line connecting the serving DBS with the point where the
handover is predicted to happen, assuming that the UE does
not change its direction and speed after the activation request
is sent. Substituting (6) into (5) yields:
dt,u =
ds,t −
(
d∗s,u cos (θ1) + vu Tr cos (θ2)
)
cos
(
θs,u
)
cos
(
θt,u
) .
(7)
Subsequently, the condition of (3) can be rewritten as is in
(8) on top of the next page, by substituting (7) and (6) in (3).
Solving (8) for Tr yields (9) on top of the next page.
For a target DBS at a certain sleep level with activation
duration Ton, the CBS should send the activation request
at least Ton time in advance before the condition of (1) is
satisfied. The condition for sending the activation request can
be expressed as:
Tr ≥ Ton. (10)
Substituting (9) into the left hand side of (10) and solving the
resultant equation for d∗s,u as in (11) on top of next page yields
the maximum UE distance from the serving DBS below which
the activation request should be sent to the target DBS. Finally,
P ∗2,s can be formulated as the ratio between the transmit power
of the serving DBS and the path loss at a distance of (11),
the exact closed form expression is given by (12) on top of
next page.
It can be noticed that the condition of (12) depends on
network parameters that can be easily obtained by the CBS.
For instance, the serving and the target DBSs transmit power,
the handover and serving node selection hysteresis, the target
DBS sleep level, and the distance between the serving and
the target DBSs are network-specific rather than UE-specific
parameters that can be gathered by the CBS through backhaul
links. On the other hand, c and α depend on the environment
and they can be estimated when the DBS transmit power is
known by the UE. In addition, the UE speed and direction
w.r.t. the serving and the target DBSs can be periodically
reported by the UE to the CBS through the low rate control
plane link. Thus the CBS is able to evaluate the condition
of (12) with the aid of the known network parameters and
the UE context. Nonetheless, condition (12) assumes that the
CBS knows the target DBS in advance. The following section
relaxes this assumption and develops a model to predict the
target DBS for the activation request.
B. Prediction of the Target DBS for Activation
The prediction of the target DBS to be activated depends
on measurement trending and rate of change. The Grey system
theory is adopted as the trending mechanism due to its
ability to average fluctuations of the input data sequence.
Although filters are used at the UE to minimise the effect
of these fluctuations, the measured signals will still suffer
from fluctuations after the conventional filtering process due
to fast fading as well as the changing environment when
surrounding users and objects are not static. Thus a trending
mechanism, such as the Grey theory, with intrinsic averaging
becomes important to improve the prediction outcome whilst
removing the fluctuation effect. The basic concept depends
on translating the data sequence into a monotonic increasing
function, and representing this function by a differential
equation and solving it to find the model’s parameters. For
the signal measurement prediction, a GM(1,1)1 Grey model
[14] can be constructed for each DBS as:
• Measurement, i.e., received signal power, sequence of
each DBS (measured by the UE for active DBSs, and
obtained from the database for sleeping DBSs) is repre-
sented as a time series given by:
P
〈0〉
2 (i) =
(
P
〈0〉
2 (1), P
〈0〉
2 (2), ... , P
〈0〉
2 (n)
)
(13)
where the superscript 〈0〉 means original measurements
(i.e., before processing), i = 1, 2, 3, ... , n is the mea-
surement index and n is the number of measurements
(per DBS) used in the prediction process. Notice that
this process is performed for the serving DBS and all
neighbouring DBSs, thus the subscript of the signal
measurement is unified in this section.
• An accumulated generating operation (AGO) translates
P
〈0〉
2 (i) to a monotonic increasing function P
〈1〉
2 (i) as:
P
〈1〉
2 (i) = AGO
{
P
〈0〉
2 (i)
}
=
(
P
〈0〉
2 (1),
2∑
i=1
P
〈0〉
2 (i), ... ,
n∑
i=1
P
〈0〉
2 (i)
)
.
(14)
• Based on (14), an inverse accumulated generating oper-
ation (IAGO) can be formulated as:
P
〈1〉
2 (i) = P
〈1〉
2 (i− 1) + P 〈0〉2 (i). (15)
• The GM(1,1) model is defined by the following equation
[14]:
dP
〈1〉
2
du
+ aP
〈1〉
2 = b, (16)
where a is the develop parameter and b is the Grey input.
The solution to (16) at time index i is:
P
〈1〉
2 (i+ 1) =
(
P
〈1〉
2 (1)−
b
a
)
e−a i +
b
a
=
(
P
〈0〉
2 (1)−
b
a
)
e−a i +
b
a
.
(17)
By substituting the IAGO of (15) into (17), the predicted
signal one measurement gap in advance P¯ 〈0〉2 (i + 1) can be
expressed as:
P¯
〈0〉
2 (i+ 1) = e
−a i (1− ea)
(
P
〈0〉
2 (1)−
b
a
)
. (18)
Similarly, the predicted signal at j measurement gaps in
advance can be formulated as:
P¯
〈0〉
2 (i+ j) = e
−a (i+j−1) (1− ea)
(
P
〈0〉
2 (1)−
b
a
)
. (19)
Equation (19) can be used to predicted a series of signal
measurements. However, the model parameters a and b need
to be calculated before the prediction is performed. These
1 the first 1 means the model uses first order differential equations, while the
second 1 means there is one variable.
P1,t
(
cos
(
θt,u
)
ds,t −
(
d∗s,u cos (θ1) + vu Tr cos (θ2)
)
cos
(
θs,u
))α ≥ P1,sH(
d∗s,u cos (θ1) + vu Tr cos (θ2)
)α . (8)
Tr =
(
P1,sH
P1,t
) 1
α (
ds,t − d∗s,u cos
(
θs,u
)
cos (θ1)
)− d∗s,u cos (θt,u) cos (θ1)
vu cos (θ2)
(
cos
(
θt,u
)
+
(
P1,sH
P1,t
) 1
α
cos
(
θs,u
)) . (9)
d∗s,u ≤
ds,t
cos (θ1)
(
cos
(
θs,u
)
+
(
P1,t
P1,sH
) 1
α
cos
(
θt,u
)) − Ton vu cos (θ2)cos (θ1) . (11)
P ∗2,s ≥
P1,s
c
 cos (θ1)
(
cos
(
θs,u
)
+
(
P1,t
P1,sH
) 1
α
cos
(
θt,u
))
ds,t − Ton vu cos (θ2)
(
cos
(
θs,u
)
+
(
P1,t
P1,sH
) 1
α
cos
(
θt,u
))

α
. (12)
parameters can be obtained by expressing the derivative in
(16) as:
dP
〈1〉
2
du
→ P 〈1〉2 (i+ 1)− P 〈1〉2 (i), (20)
and the right hand side of (20) can be replaced with P 〈0〉2 (i+1)
based on the IAGO of (15), i.e.,
dP
〈1〉
2
du
→ P 〈0〉2 (i+ 1). (21)
The mean value of adjacent measurements is:
z〈1〉(i) =
1
2
P
〈1〉
2 (i) +
1
2
P
〈1〉
2 (i− 1)→ P 〈1〉2 (u). (22)
Based on (21) and (22), the Grey differential equation of (16)
can be rewritten as:
P
〈0〉
2 (i) + a z
〈1〉(i) = b. (23)
Rearranging (23) and writing the resultant equation in a matrix
form yields:
P
〈0〉
2 (2)
P
〈0〉
2 (3)
...
P
〈0〉
2 (n)
 =

−z〈1〉(2) 1
−z〈1〉(3) 1
...
...
−z〈1〉(n) 1
 ·
[
a
b
]
, (24)
finally, a and b can be obtained by solving (24), i.e.,
[
a
b
]
=

−z〈1〉(2) 1
−z〈1〉(3) 1
...
...
−z〈1〉(n) 1

−1
·

P
〈0〉
2 (2)
P
〈0〉
2 (3)
...
P
〈0〉
2 (n)
 , (25)
C. Target DBS Selection
When the serving DBS signal level reaches the lower
bound of P ∗2,s defined in (12), the CBS constructs the Grey
model for the serving DBS and the neighbouring DBSs. No-
tice that P ∗2,s will have several values because the UE direction
w.r.t. to a certain neighbouring DBS will be different than the
direction w.r.t. to the other neighbouring DBSs. In addition,
the neighbouring DBSs may have different characteristics and
they could be at different sleep levels. This results in a multi-
boundary DBS cell structure where each boundary represents
a P ∗2,s level. At each level, a target DBS is predicted. When
the predicted DBS is not the same DBS that defines the
P ∗2,s level, the CBS waits until the next P
∗
2,s level is reached
and repeats the process (i.e., in this case, the boundary is
for a neighbouring DBS at a deeper sleep level, while the
UE is moving towards a DBS at a lighter sleep level hence
the activation request is delayed to maximise the DBS sleep
period). Algorithm 1 illustrates the procedure followed by the
CBS to select the target DBS for the activation request.
Algorithm 1 Selection of the target DBS for activation
1: For each neighbouring DBS, calculate the lower bound of
the serving DBS signal level P ∗2,s by using (12).
2: When the serving DBS signal measurement reaches the
first lower bound of P ∗2,s, go to step 3.
3: Construct the Grey model for the serving DBS and the
neighbouring DBSs.
4: Predict a series of measurements and substitute them in
(1).
5: Select the neighbouring DBS whose predicted measure-
ment satisfies the condition of (1) earlier than the others
as the target DBS for the activation request.
6: If the selected target DBS is the same DBS that defines
the P ∗2,s boundary, then send an activation request to this
DBS. Otherwise, wait until the serving DBS signal level
reaches the next lower bound of P ∗2,s and go to step 3.
IV. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section provides and discusses analytical and sim-
ulation results based on the proposed predictive activation
request model. The 3GPP urban path loss model [15] has
been considered and fitted to the generic model of Section III
by using the least squares fitting method. With DBS height
of 15 m and frequency of 2 GHz, the best-fit parameters are:
c= 34.2925 and α= 3.76. Fig. 4 compares the actual 3GPP
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Figure 4: Actual 3GPP urban path loss model vs the fitted model
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Figure 5: Effect of user speed and DBS sleep depth on the predictive
activation request boundary
model and the approximate (i.e., fitted) model. As can be seen,
the fitted model matches the actual model in the considered
distance range. However, it is worth emphasising that the best-
fit c and α values depend on the distance range, i.e., a higher
distance range requires recalculating the best-fit parameters.
Fig. 5 shows the effect of the UE speed and the target
DBS sleep level, i.e., activation duration, on the lower bound
of the serving DBS measurement P ∗2,s to send the predictive
activation request. The considered parameters are: serving and
target DBS transmit power is 38 dBm, inter-site distance is
130 m, hysteresis is 4 dB, θs,u = 20
◦, θt,u = 50
◦, θ1 = θ2 = 0
◦.
It can be noticed that as the UE speed increases, the CBS sends
the predictive activation request to the target DBS at a higher
serving DBS measurement level. Expressed differently, the
predictive activation request is sent earlier for high speed users
and delayed for low speed users. For instance, a UE with 50
km/hr speed requires the CBS to send the predictive activation
request when the serving DBS signal reaches −43.4 dBm, for
a target DBS at a sleep depth (i.e., activation duration) of 5000
ms. On the other hand, the CBS can wait until the serving
DBS signal reaches −56 dBm before sending the predictive
activation request for a UE with 3 km/hr speed. Although the
CBS can send the activation request earlier for low speed
users, delaying the activation request until the UE-specific
lower measurement bound is reached maximises the target
DBS sleep period.
In addition, Fig. 5 indicates that the target DBS sleep
depth, i.e., the activation duration, has a significant impact on
the CBS decision to send the activation request. As the DBS
sleep depth increases, the CBS sends the activation request at
a higher serving DBS measurement level. This ensures that
the target DBS becomes fully active before the UE visits this
DBS, thus enabling seamless and fast DBS-UE link switching.
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Figure 6: Effect of serving node selection hysteresis and DBS sleep
depth on the predictive activation request boundary, for 30 km/hr UE
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Figure 7: Effect of DBS transmit power and sleep depth on the
predictive activation request boundary
An interesting finding that can be observed in Fig. 5 is that
the CBS decision to send the predictive activation request
becomes almost insensitive to the UE speed when the target
DBS is in a very light sleep level, e.g., activation duration
of 100 ms. In this case, the activation request is sent to the
target DBS at roughly the same boundary irrespective of the
UE speed.
Fig. 6 shows the effect of the serving node selection
hysteresis on the CBS decision to send the predictive ac-
tivation request. It can be seen that the CBS delays the
predictive activation request as the hysteresis increases. This
can be traced to the fact that hysteresis delays the data
plane switching process, i.e., the UE remains connected with
the old DBS for a longer time. In other words, a higher
hysteresis motivates keeping the target DBS in sleep mode for
a longer time. It is worth mentioning that numerical results
in Fig. 6 consider a constant UE angle w.r.t. the target DBS
for all hysteresis values, hence the serving DBS measurement
boundary below which the CBS sends the predictive activation
request remains roughly constant when H ≥ 4 dB.
Fig. 7 shows the effect of the serving and the target DBS
transmit power and the sleep depth on the CBS decision to
send the predictive activation request. As the DBS transmit
power increases, the CBS sends the activation request at a
higher measurement level. This can be linked to the equal
transmit power setting considered for all DBSs, which results
in increasing the DBS overlap area as the DBS transmit power
increases. Although the CBS decision to send the activation
request depends on the DBS transmit power, this does not
affect the target DBS sleep period because the equal power
setting means that the activation request will be sent from
the same UE location (which will have a higher measurement
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Figure 8: Hit rate of the predictive activation request
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Figure 9: Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of the predictive
activation time
level as the DBS transmit power increases). Thus it can be
concluded that the UE speed and the DBS sleep depth are the
most important parameters that have a significant impact on
the CBS decision to activate the target DBS.
System level simulations have been performed to assess
performance of the proposed scheme. The considered network
consists of 19 DBSs under the control of a CBS. The 3GPP
urban path loss model [15] has been considered along with the
3GPP typical urban channel model [16]. Each UE is moving
with a constant speed of 10 km/hr. The DBS transmit power
is 38 dBm and inter-site distance is 130 m. A measurement
gap of 200 ms has been set. Fig. 8 shows hit rate of the
predictive activation request (i.e., percentage of the correctly
activated DBSs) for several DBS sleep depths while Fig. 9
provides the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of the
predictive activation time. As can be observed, the proposed
scheme achieves a hit rate of 85.3% − 94.1% with a MAPE
of 7.6%−17% w.r.t. the optimum activation time. The latter is
defined as the time instance preceding the instance when the
connection is switched towards the target DBS by Ton ms.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a predictive BS activation scheme is pro-
posed to minimise the effect of the BS activation delay when
sleep modes are employed. The futuristic CDSA is considered,
and the predictive activation scheme is proposed for the DBSs.
The CDSA dual connection feature, the CBS wider view of
network status and parameters, and the ability to maintain
measurement databases at the CBS are exploited to avoid the
periodic pilot transmission, thus overcoming one of the main
limitations of conventional sleep mode mechanisms. Focusing
on sleep modes in the DBS layer, a predictive activation
scheme that takes into account network parameters, DBS sleep
level and UE context information is proposed to predict the
target DBS to be activated as well as the appropriate time
to send the activation request. With the main objective of
maximising the DBS sleep period, a lower bound for the
DBS measurement level is derived, above which the activation
request can be sent with relaxed constraints, and below which
the UE may suffer QoS degradation if the target DBS is
not reactivated. Analytical results indicate that the UE speed
and the DBS sleep level have a significant impact on the
activation boundary. System level simulation results show that
the proposed scheme achieves a high hit rate in terms of
correct activation requests with low errors w.r.t. the optimum
activation time.
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